Both utilize a sophisticated randomized sampling technique to form a splitter set, but Samplesort distributes the splitter set to each processor while Flashsort uses splitter-directed routing.
In this paper we present B-Flashsort, a new batched-routing variant of Flashsort designed to sort N>P values using P processors connected in a d-dimensional mesh and using constant space in addition to the input and Permission to copy without fee an or part of this materiat is granted provided that the copies are not made or distributed for direct commercial advantage, the ACM copyright notice and the title of the publication and its date appear, and notice is given that copying is by permission of the Association for Computing Machinery. To copy otherwise, or to republish, requires a fee andlor specific permission.
Introduction
Considerable effort has been community in the design of made by the theoretical parallel algorithms with excellent and sometimes optimal asymptotic efficiency. However, the field has had less success in demonstrating the utility of these algorithms by actual implementations. Ideally, the analysis of parallel algorithms should proceed beyond asymptotic efficiency and k extended to the level of implementations.
In practice, this is difficult to do. 
1-D Algorithm
We will first explain the algorithm in the 1-D case and then extend the description to multi-dimensional meshes. In the 1-D case, P processors are connected in a ring and each processor O S i < P starts with a list Li of N/P values to be sorted. We assume here the values are distinct; at the end of this section we show that this requirement can be relaxed.
foreach i e O .. P-1 2. Gi := select k random elements from Li 3. sort (G) using a deterministic P-processor sort belongs to exactly one partition. S; i? the largest vahte of the sorted sample at processor i, and Si is the largest value of the+sorted sample in processor i-1. Note that S; = --c= and Sp-~= +==.
In the BATCH-SDR phase, values are moved toward their destination in log P steps, each using two splitters.
Step 11 splits the local list Li into a new list Li of values to keep and a list Mi of values to move h steps. The predicate zfh,i,v) is true exactly when v belongs on a processor less than h steps away from processor i. Because of the ring topology, the predicate has two cases:
The value of S~h_l used in T(h,i,v) needs to be obtained once for each Iteration of the while loop.
Step 12 corresponds to a batch routing of the values to be moved.
All values move the same distance fr in the same direction, so that synchronous nearest-neighbor communication can be employed.
is an invariant of the iteration at line 8.
PROOF. The assignment h:= P establishes (2.2) trivially.
In The evaluation of z(h,i,v) may be simplified by treating the boolean vahres as integers (true= 1, false= O):
The term on the right hand side is constant within each processor on each iteration, so that two comparisons and two arithmetic operations suffice. If the comparison is carried out using unsigned comparisons, the predicate can be evaluated with a single comparison and a single arithmetic operation.
For simplicity, in the presentation of the algorithm we assumed the values being sorted were distinct. If values may occur several times in the splitter, we must modify predicate 'r(h,i,v) to retain its interpretation in BATCH-SDR:
Now the particular destination of an element that appears multiple times in the splitter is determined by its starting location. Therefore a dataset of non-distinct elements can be sorted using B-Flashsort if the dataset is randomly distributed.
Multidimensional Algorithm
The 
PROOF. (Appendix)
The routing-induced skew goes up slowly with increasing P, but decreases much more rapidly with increasing N/P. Given P > 1 and arbitrary r we may choose a to obtain a bound on WR with probability l-r provided NfP is sufficiently large. Figure 2 illustrates predicted and measured routing skew over 100 trials on a 4096 processor 2-D mesh. Figure 3 illustrates the dependence of routing skew on P and r.
Bounds for the expected relation between the per-processor sample size and the maximum size of the sorted lists at completion are given in [BLM+91] and [DNS9 1]. Given P> 1 and arbitrary r, the sample size k required to limit splitter-directed skew to WS with probability l-r is given by:~= 2 in (P/i-)
(1 -l/w~)2w~(
4.1)
This bound is conservative since it is independent of the number of elements per processor. Solve (4. 1) for WS with r = l/Pa. Figure 4 illustrates the dependence of splitter skew on P and the oversampling ratio k. Since the SUBSAMPLE step performs a sort of k elements per processor, we are interested in keeping k small. On the other hand, a large WS that results from a small k causes slowdown in the BAT CH-SDR and LOCAL-SORT stages. Space considerations also encourage us to bound WS <2 with high probability at large N/P.
A simple compromise is to let k = 4(u+ 1) in P, with a >0, chosen to keep the probability of exceeding the skew bounds acceptably low. For this choice, Ws <2 for all N and P. Since N/P > k (else we degenerate to the deterministic sort), we are guaranteed that WR s 1.85 with the same probability. Routing-induced skew disappears in the last stages of SDR while routing-induced skew is introduced in these stages. With the choice of k above we 1.00
The second term is the cost for the d-l spread operations used to create the splitters for the SDR in each dimension.
Of particular interest here is the TBATCHSDR portion of this expression.
On each step it performs work proportional to the longest list (W@V/P).
By examination of the B-FLASHSORT-ID algorithm we can express the time per element as follows:
On each SDR step we must compare a value with the bounding splitters and place it on one of two queues L or M (cost 3A). We must also move queue M which involves an indkect access of the source and destination queue (cost 2A), but we only charge 1/2 the per-element cost because on average only half the elements are placed in M. The total distance traveled by elements in queue M is (Pi/d -1) in each of d dimensions.
The cost X per step of this distance is scaled by 1/2 because, again, only half the elements move on a given step.
Recursive Subsampling
Since each dimension in SDR is treated in turn we can consider an alternative approach to subsampling.
At each SDR step we can sample a sufficient portion of the input to -=+ P = 4096, r= 10-3 T -0-P.64, r= 10-3 -+-P= 4096, r= 10-6
; :~'~P Elements per processor Figure 3 . Dependence of WR on P.
generate splitters for that step only.
For example, in a 2-D mesh we need (P splitters in the first step. Since we can sort using P processors, we can divide the oversampling k obtained from theorem 3 by {P to determine the oversampling ratio using P processors. This permits us to apply the algorithm to much smaller values of N/P without degenerating to the deterministic sort time.
In the second stage we need~P splitters in every row, or one splitter per processor. Note from Figure 4 that the < required oversampling ratio to generate P splitters for fi processors for a skew WS with probability r is lower than that required to generate P splitters for P processors with the same WS and r.
Furthermore the sorting of the samples taken in each row using~processors will be faster than a sort of a sample with the same size per processor using P processors.
Thus recursive subsampling improves the performance of B-Flashsort for small values of N/P relative to P. As a result the B-Flashsort algorithm using recursive subsampling in figure 1 gives better performance at smaller input sizes, but does not alter the performance for large N/P.
The optimum choice for the number of recursive stages and the sampling size at each stage is highly dependent on the dimensionality of the mesh and the performance of the deterministic sorting algorithm at small N/P. The final paper will give details of the analysis. Number of Processors (P) Figure 4 . Dependence of oversampling on number of processors.
To assess the predictive utility of the model ( The measured TBATCHSDR(P) on the MP-1 was found to 75 log P + 3 (R(P) -1) WS which agrees very well with the predicted time. The measured TspL~(Nf) was found to be 29P + 36 N/P log P + 740 N/P which agrees reasonably well with the predicted time, particuhrly for large N/P.
To find the regime in which B-Flashsort gives superior performance, we examined the inequality
Combining N/P terms this gives
which, taking the average maximum skew WS = 1.5, and solving for N/P in terms of P gives 
The distribution has size n and mean P = n"p. We will be interested in the probability that X has a value larger than some given value k >~. : -Prob(X 2 H-te) s e-e2/3fl
(Al)
We can now proceed with the theorem. Recall we are
sorting N values using P processors. Initially each processor holds N/P values. Consider the values held by an arbitrary processor H at the completion of SDR stage 1< i S log P. There are a total of 2zN/P values that may reach processor H, each with independent probability 2-1.
We model the length of the queue at H at stage i as a binomially disrnbuted variable X with size 2zN/P and mean p = N/P. Let q = Prob (X 2 H+E) with 0< E s 1.8v.
Then by (A. 1) the probability that X < #+&at H is
Since there are P processors, all of which must satisfy (A.2), the probability r that all queues are shorter than v+c is r = (1 -q)P S (1 -e-&2/3fl)P (A.3)
Since WR = (JL+&)lp, we have E= p(WR-1).
If we rewrite (A.3) in terms of WR we get
To bound the values of r for which (A.4) holds, note that we must have O < dp < 1.8 to apply (A. 1). Since &/# = (WR-1) we must have 0 <'~In (l-rl/p) < (WR -1)2= (c/p)2 s 3<1.82 which constrains r to satisfy O < r < (1 -e-~)r. By assumption ,u 2 (a+ 1) in P, hence
pa+l . e-l/P~( since for x + CO, (l-l/x)x+ e-l) =1-1 (since for x +~, e-11X -+ I-(l/x)) pa Therefore the conditions obtain to apply the theorem for all 0 S r <1-(l/Pa). In particular, with r = 1-(1/F'~), it may be easily verified using the identities above that WR < 1+ 43(P/N) (cz+l) in P 
